Proposed Eagle Scout Project
Facilities Meeting – June 12, 2018
From: Thomas King <tomking127@gmail.com>
Date: June 11, 2018 at 10:17:12 PM EDT
To: "Munrett, Kevin" <munrettk@newmilfordps.org>
Cc: "Aparicio, Nestor" <aparicion@newmilfordps.org>
Subject: Re: Eagle Scout Project Approval at NES
Hello,
Please find the details of my project below. Thank you!
My project involves the conversion of two courtyards at Northville Elementary School into outdoor
classrooms/learning environments. The mission of the project is to create two feature-full outdoor
learning environments which can easily be utilized by various teachers as an alternate space to teach
their classes. The spaces will include features such as: rearrangeable seating, outdoor
chalk/whiteboards, birdhouses, tables, a digital weather station, and sun shading. I have four main areas
planned.
One will be the site of the "Outdoor Teaching Area". This will be the location of 2 freestanding
white/chalkboards, a series of concrete-set benches, and a sunshade. The goal of this area is to allow
teachers to have the resources they need in order to teach a full lesson in an outdoor setting.
The second area will be the "Reading Nook". This is an area with considerable natural shade and soft
grass-covered open ground. I will be placing a series of seating logs here which will be used in
combination with Northville's existing alternative seating arrangements to provide an outdoor area for
students to comfortably read or study nature.
The third area is the "Birdhouses". I will be reaching out to a local Audubon Society to receive their
inputs on the design and placement of ~3 birdhouses and 1 bathhouse. These should allow Science
classes to learn about local wildlife as well as provide inspiration for art classes.
The fourth area is the "Weather Station". Here will be the site of a digital embedded weather station.
This will be built on a Linux-based embedded pc and will feature a number of environmental sensors.
This station should aid in the teaching of weather patterns and other environmental topics in science
classes.
In addition to the above listed areas, my project includes the refurbishment of the flower beds and
memorial flower gardens, relocation of existing courtyard tables into one courtyard, and the removal of a
primarily dead tree that is found within the "Outdoor Teaching Area".
Initial cost estimates are in the neighborhood of $1,250 (~$1,000 for materials and ~$250 for supplies).
Because this is an Eagle Scout Project, all funding will be acquired through material donations and
fundraising. This estimate could change as more detailed plans are developed leading up to my
proposed project work dates of July 21, 22, 28, and 29. I attached my preliminary CAD mock-up of the
project site.
If any more details are required please don't hesitate to reach out to me and I will do all I can to get
whatever is needed to you. Will my presence be required at the Facilities meeting tomorrow to present
my project? I am still unfamiliar with the system as this is my first time actually going through this process
as a leader and not just a volunteer.
Thank you again for your time,
Thomas King

